ONE TREE HILL WEEKEND COVERAGE

Police coverage

28/04/2018 (Saturday)

27/04/2018 (Friday)

5 PSPO warnings were
issued last week as s.63
under the ASBCP Act
2014.

Two Enviro-Crime Enforcement Patrol Officers
we’re on duty on Saturday 28th from 1500hrs2300hrs.

ASB officers engaged with half a dozen adult
males and a group of about 4 youths in One
Tree Hill Park yesterday.

Outcomes:
• 2 x business “Duty of Care” failure
• 5 x illegal Rubbish dumping offences
• 1 case for licensing, business operating out
of vehicle.
• 14 x Fixed Penalty Notices , 6 of which
were issued in the park.
• 3 x Fixed Penalty Notices for urination
urinating, 2 beer bottles,1 receipt, 1
cigarette) all these offenders observed
drinking as well.
• Young group also seen in the park.
Suspicions of drug activity.
• 16:40-entrance with St James Gardens- 3
males drinking
• 17:13- entrance with St James Gardens (
into the bushes x 3 males drinking.

Public Spaces Projection Warnings were
distributed and have been translated in
Gujarati. No individuals were observed
drinking.

•

20:00- bench in the middle of the park
opposite the Braemar Avenue entrance-5
males possible consuming drugs- we didn’t
approach. Intelligence gathered for further
police enforcement.

An ASB officer who speaks Gujarati spoke
to a few individuals at length about the
prohibition of drinking in the park. They
were informed of the enforcement
programme in the coming weeks.
One male admitted to frequenting the park
with his friends to drink but always discarded
the drinks in bin bags (pictures attached). He
was educated that this behaviour was
unacceptable and he could be liable to a £100
fine and potential court prosecution. He also
mentioned rough sleepers were frequently
defecating in the thick shrubbery, which is a
few hundred yards from the bench and a hub
for street drinkers. Photos of the dense area
sent to the Parks Team to consider cutting
back.
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The bench (by Bowrons Ave JCT with
Norton Road Exit) sits on a hill by a short
concrete post, which has some graffiti tags
on it (pictures attached). It provides a
congregation point and an aerial few on
access points into the park, which would give
street drinkers time to disperse should
uniform deployment enter. Information
passed on to Brent Parks.
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Attached are also some pictures of graffiti
near the entrance of bridge water road. Sent
to Veolia to remedy.

